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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
 Apart from winter, the highest frequency of WTs corresponds to

cyclonic days (C), particularly during summer (JJA).

 The directional western types (i.e., W, SW and NW) show the lowest

frequency in all seasons.

 There is a statistically significant negative trend in the frequency of

C and S days. In contrast, A and E days exhibit a statistically

significant upward trend (p<0.05).

Increasing (decreasing) frequencies of synoptic types connected to

westerly (easterly and southeasterly) inflow support higher

precipitation amounts over Saudi Arabia.

INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric circulation is a key determinant of

variability and changes in precipitation amounts, including

extreme precipitation and droughts.

 The links between weather types and precipitation in the

Middle East and North Africa (MENA) receive minor

attention compared with other well studied regions across

the world.

 Most regional studies of the influence of atmospheric

circulation on precipitation amounts in the MENA region

are strictly devoted to the Mediterranean countries. Until

recently, little work has been done for the Arabian

peninsula.

METHODOLOGY 
A daily catalogue of 10 weather types (C, A, N, S, E, W, NE, NW, SE,

SW) over Saudi Arabia was obtained following Lamb (1972) and

Jenkinson and Collison (1977).

 Seasonal and annual changes in the frequency of each type were

assessed using the least square regression method and their significance

was determined by means of Mann-Kendal statistic at the 95% level.

 Links between wet events (days>1mm, days>90th percentile,

days>95th percentile, days>99th percentile) and weather types were

assessed for winters and springs during the period from 1960 to 2005.

 Projected changes in the frequency and variability of the defined 10

WTs were also evaluated, employing daily SLP data from an ensemble

of 21 models under the CMIP5 project. This assessment was made using

three different emission scenarios (RCP26, RCP45 and RCP85) and for

two future time-slices (2035-2060 and 2075-2100).

Fig. 1: Location of the study domain and distribution of the 16 SLP

grid points used for weather types classification.

OBJECTIVE
To provide an assessment of the near-present and future

projections of the interannual variations of weather types

(WTs) over Saudi Arabia and explore their association

with wet events.

Fig. 2: Frequency of the defined weather types as derived from NCEP reanalysis data

set (upper panels) compared with the average of an ensemble of 21 CMIP5 members

(lower panels). The annual frequency is averaged for the period 1960-2005.

Fig. 3: Temporal evolution of the defined WTs during summer (1960-2005). Red

lines indicate a moving average of 7 years.

Fig. 4: Pearson correlation coefficients between frequency of weather types and

frequency (upper panels)/intensity (lower panels) of RD (days with precip>1mm)

from 1960 to 2006. Red line refers to the mean; central line is the median; top and

bottom of boxes are the75th and 25th percentile, respectively; upper and lower

whisks are the 90th and 10th percentile, respectively and dots stand for outliers.

For further information, see Earth System Observation and Modeling Group (KAUST)

(http://hydrology.kaust.edu.sa/Pages/Home.aspx)
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